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Abstract 

‘I‘hr nonlinear dynamics of transversr particle oscillations are be- 
ing studied rxprrimrntatly with srwral largr synrhrot.rons. In 
the FNAI, ‘I’rvairon and t.hr CERN SpS, sexfupole magnets are 
used as thr sources of nonlinear forces. Studies arr also bring 
prrforrnrd in thr FNAI, Main Ring al, its injection energy, an iw 
hrrrrrtly nonlinear environment. Ilrrr, we pwscnt, a brief review 
of thew studies. \Ve concludf with a discussion c;F field qualit,y 
and aprrturr issues in large liadr~~n collidrrs. 

1 Introduction 

The rxpfrimrnts descritwd in this report are mol,ivated by the 
nerd to refine the aperture and field quality criteria of large hadron 
arcelrralors. It is difficnlt to calrulate the dynamic aperture at 
all, and it is at present outside t.he hounds of possibility lo carry 
out extensive parametric studies wi1.h t,hr dynamic aperture as the 
rn~asurc of the region of interest. Though the limits of stability 
are hard to determine, deviation from linear behavior is much 
easier to ralrulatr. The magnetic field quality specification used 
in the SSC Conceptual Design Report is based on the imposition 
of hounds to the departure from linear behavior in the oscillation 
of single particles about their closed orbil.s. 

If the hrtatron oscillations of a part,icle in a synchrotrnn are 
linear. t!len the oscillation amplit.udr will be a constant of the 
mot,ion. If there is no coupling between the two transverse degrees 
of frwdom. thr projections of the amplitude on the horizont.al and 
vert,ical planrs will each he an invariant. A turn-by-t,urn plot of 
the vertical projection versus t.hr horizontal projection will yield 
a single point. 

Nonlinearities in the magnetic fields will lead to gradual (on 
the time scale of a hrt,atron oscillation period) changes in the 
magnitudes of the transverse amplitude projections. The single 
point of the turn-by-turn plot will develop, in general. into an 
area. The distance of a point within this area to the mean position 
of all the points is a measure of the rhangr of amplitude. The 
SSC criterion places a limit on the ratio of this change to the 
mean amplit~lde. In particular. thp rms value of this fractional 
excursion, trrrnrd the “smear, ” is to be less than 7% within the 
aperture used for routine beam operations. 

The other mcasurr of the departure from linearity is the am- 
plitude tiq~~lcimre of the twtat,ron oscillation tune. The SSC 
criterion limits the tune range to .I 0.005 within the aperture used 
for routine beam operations. With some changes in drfinit,ion, t,hr 
CERN studies also use smear and tnne shift, as mra~urc‘s of t hr 
dr1~artnre from linear behavior. 

Thr Trvatron and the SpS presrnt themselves as natural “lab- 
oratories” for t,hrse experiments. They are proton accelerators 
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Figure I: Phase spare in the presence of a single sextupotr. The 
small amplitude tune is v = 0.42. For this case, L‘islands” of the 
2/5 resonance are evident. 

with fine linear behavior to which nonlinraritirs can be added in 
a controlled fashion. In fact. sextupolr ma.gnrts alrrady exist in 
both machines which can he used for this purpose. 

An examplr of the rich phase space struclnrr that can tw pro- 
duced by a single srxtupolr is depicted in Figure 1. For sufficiently 
small amplitudes the motion is linear and the phase space trajrc- 
tories are circles. At larger amplitudes the trajectories assume d 
triangular cast, reflecting the influence of a distant thirtl-intkger 
resonance. At a particular amplitude an island chain appears. For 
this particular figure, the small amplitude tune is 0.12 and as the 
amplitude increases, the tune shifts toward 0.333. The tune at the 
island chain is 0.100. Eventually. for sufficiently large amplitude, 
the mot,ion becomes chaotic and unstable. 

The experiments described below rxaminr all of thrsr phasr 
space charart,rristirs, with emphasis on comparison ht~tween mea- 
surement and prediction. In addition, thrsr activities serve’ as 
stimuli for instrumentation improvement and the development of 
techniques to study more complex prot,lcms in phase space dy- 
namics. 

In addition to the Trvatron and SpS experiments, studies have 
been performed in the f’ermitab hlain Ring in an attempt to un- 
dersiand the part.iclr behavior at the injrrtion rnrrgy. Herr. the 
environment is inherently nonlinear and thus the situation is the 
reverse of that which ohtains in the ot.hrr two cxprrimrnts: from 
the ohscrvations one hopes to deduce the origin of pathologies 
and devise cures. The hlain Ring was not designed with a linrar 
aperture crikrion in mind and the challrngr is to achieve such 
performancr 20 years after the fact. 
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E778 -- Base tune = 19.38 

2 Tevatron Experiment E778 30 

Frrmila~) cxprrimrut 1 i778 has drvrloped into a rollal~orat ive 

effort in t hr study of nonlinrar dynamics and beam diagnostics in- 
volving arcclrralor physicists from thr SSC Crnt,ral Dehigrl Group, 

(‘ornc,ll, S~,I\(‘. (‘I5RN, and Ferrnilah. The overall report of the 
~011~11oralion has hwn puhlishrd cIs~\~h(-r~. / 11 An account also 
appears in Ihcw~ nrowrdings.[2) 
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2.1 Experimental Conditions and Techniques 

‘I‘hc original lwanl position monitor syslcm in the Tcvatron was 
capable of rrc-ording the motion of t,he renter of charge of thr beam 
for one thousanr 1 turns. An upgrade for this cxpcrimrnt. cxtrndcd 
tht* capabilit,v to the million turn 1~~1. 31 Tht* positions at two 
nriphhoring nlonitors, collplrd with a knowlrdge of the intervening 
optics. can 11r used to find the transverse velocity of the heam at 
&t,hrr monitor. ‘I’1 tus, a phaw space plol can lw obtain4 for the 
turwhy turn mot,ion. 

t:t~r the E778 cxperimcnl , IG sextupoles were used. Though 
a vari(.(. of configurations is possible, thus far thq have IKCIL 

pr:wrrt-d so as to produce a strong thirci-intrgrr rrsonanrr driving 
t,crm. Rlrasurrmcnts were prrformrd at, l.unrs far from the l/3 
rw~nanc~~ to st 11dy the mow complicated phase spa.cr strurturr 
rxhihitrd there. The two transverse degrees of freedom were suffi- 
rirntly drconpltd so that this in rffrct is a one degree-of-freedom 
experiment. ,\I1 rnrasurrmrnt~s were conducted at the Tevatron 
injection rnrrgy of I.50 Gr!‘. 

3.1wr basic t!,pc-s of measurer x ents wrre carried out. The first 
t?pr of rxprrirnenl consisted of injecting, ramping the srxtupoles 
up, and firing a kirkrr ma.gnct. Turrl- by-turn signals from two 
monitors wcrc rrcorded and analyzed to yield smear and tune 
WLlU?S. 
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Pigurc 2: Smear and tiinrshifl. for the E-778 rxprrimc-ntal ron- 
ditions at a small amplit.ude tune of 19.38. The abscissa is the 
product of the amplitude function, the scxtupolr strength, and 
the oscillation amplitude. The vertical lines indicate the mca- 

surrd (left) and calculated (right) dynamic apertures. 

well as dat,a for one of t hc scvrral working points at which mc‘a- 
surrrnrnts were made. 

In the in,jrction experimrnt, no significant variation or drtcri- 
ora.tion in beam trajectory information was revealed even at the 
highest sextupole excitation. Long-term losses occur during the 
injection experiment at high srxtupolr exrit.ations. They could he 
dramatically reduced by turning off the RF cavities. 

In the second. t hr nonlinraritics were on whrn hcarn was in- 
ject etl into the Tevat ran and a variety of orbit and profile measure- 
ments wf’rf’ ~~c~rformcd nit,h intentional injection steering errors t,o 
look for evidcwcr of degradation in short-term beam behavior. 

The straightforward dynamic aperture measurement yielded the 
results presented in Figure 2. At low sexlupolr excitations, the 
dynamir aperture is outside of the physiral aperture: the data used 
in the figure is at the higher srxtupole currents. The width of the 
vertical bar representing the measurements spanning a range of a 
factor of t.wo in sextupolr exritation confirms thr scaling implied 
by the combination of variables used for the abscissa. 

In the, third, thr rnlittanre of ihe heam was slowly incrrased Trapping of particles in resonance islands was ohserved at tune 
through the illt reduction of noise into the transverse dampers values whose fractional parts were 2/S, 3/7, and 5/13. ‘The 2/5 
and t hr limiting c-rnittancc~ ohserved as a fllnction of scxtrlpolc resonance was studied in further detail and is discussed rlsrwhrre. 
excitation. !I:! [213 141 

‘I’hr fourtll variety of measurements was associat.4 u-ith thr 
study or resonaric~ islands, the irit,ent being to ohservr the t,rap 
ping and stabilit!, of partic.lrs in t.hrrn. 3 CERN SpS Experiments 

If the heam were a single particle, then at. first glance the cal- 
collation #If ihe smear would rcduw to a simple matter of min- 

imizing an appropriatr least sq11aw5 sum. The finite emitta.nce 
illld mornrnt nm sprrad of the rc,al hcam nlakc for difflrultics in 
lwl h 1 hc, c.xpcrim(‘nt al procedure-s end in t.hr data analysis. In 
I)artic,ular, 111~ nonlinear tllnc variation with amplitude caused by 
t hc srxtllpolch l(,ads to a tltw~hcrfwre of the transverse motion, 
‘l’hr cst raclion of t hc phase spaw distort.ion in the face of this cf. 
fwt rcslies on a rrronstrrlc-tion of single-particle motion by fitting 
a Callssian to 11 I<’ apparent amplitude reduciion. 

3.1 Experimental Conditions and Techniques 

The CISRN cxperimrn1.s hare twrn conducted at an energy of 

2.2 Results 

120 GrV in t,hr SpS, where thr fields are known to br very linear. 
The sextnpoles used are thosr normally usrd for third-integer slow 
spill extraction. Two sextupolr configurations have heen studied 
[5],‘6]; one in which thr third-integer resonance was strongly cx- 
cited, and one in which it. was not. The beam emittance was 
gradually cnlargrd unt,il beam 1osscs occurred, thus identifying 
thr dynamic aperture. Flying wires and beam srraprrs were then 
used to measure ihr aperture and the results were compared with 
simulation. 

‘l’hr smrar of the Trvat,ron in the absence of the additional sex- 
~llpc~lrs has 1wcn m(~as~~rwI anti is indwd small. Figure 2 displays 
smear and t unrshift cUrvcs dcrircd from pcrturbat,ion t,hcwry as 

A recent set of measurements [71 using a new turn-by-turn di- 
agnostics system allowed for phase space measurements similar 
to those performed by experiment E778. With this system, t,he 
amplitude dcprndrnce of thv tune was directly measured and com- 
pared with simulation. ;\s in the E778 experiment, a slow beam 
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loss could be obsrrvrd al strong srxtupole excitations and one of 
the studies attempt.ed to measure t,hr ratr of this diffusion. ‘1’0 do 
so, a beam scraper was used to intrrrrpt the beam at a particular 
amplitude. The beam intensity acquired a specific lifetime caused 
by thr diffusion of particles into the scraper. The scraper was 

thrn rc-tracted a small amount (2 mm) and thr time requirrd for 
a new rxponential lifetime to develop was recorded. By repeating 
this prorrss for several scraper positions, the diffusion rate as a 
function of amplitude was obtained. 

3.2 Results 

Beam profile measurements in the 1986 experiments showed 
the skpwrd particle distribution characteristic of the third-integer 
rrsonancr. 1..ndrr this scxtupolr configuration, the dynamic aper- 
turrs measured at several working points were consistently ahout a 
fact,or of two smaller than those predicted by short-term tracking. 
Figure 3 shows the smear and tune shift as funct.ions of ampli- 
tude obtained hy tracking for a particular working point. The 
measured and dynamic apcrturrs, as well as those determined by 
short-term t,ratking, are indirat,Pd by vertiral lines. 
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Figure 3: Smear and tune shifts vs. amplitude as derived from 
short-term tracking. The third-integer resonance is strongly ex- 
cited. The vertical lines indicate the measured (left) and predicted 
(right) apertures. 

The short-term tracking used in these figures assumed that the 
beam trajectory passed through the middle of the strong sex- 
tupolcs. In reality, this was not the case. Horizontal peak-to-prak 
excursions on the order of 3 20 mm, and vertical excursions of 1 8 
mm are typical at 120 GPV in the SpS. By introducing closed or- 
bit errors of this magnitude into the tracking calollations, certain 
error distributions could be found for which the predicted and the 
obs?rvcd dynamic apertures were associated with a coupling res- 
onance. The result of one such simulation is shown in Figure 4. 
The experimental situation described by these data is one in which 
the sextupoles were configured so as not to drive the third-integer 
resonance. 

Another experiment was performed in 1988 during which the 
tuneshift with amplitude was measured. The observed tuneshift 
agrees well with the prediction. The experiment and its results 
are described in another paper in these proceedings [S]. For this 
and subsequent experiments the sextupoles were arranged so that 
the third-integer resonance was not being driven. 
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Figure 4: Effect of closed orbit errors on dynamic aperture in thr 
CERN experiments. The top graph shows smear and tune shift 
as functions of amplitude, d e ermined from short-term tracking t 
in the absence of orbit errors. The bottom graph shows thr same 
for long-term tracking in the presence of orbit errors. The vertical 
lines are apertures as in Figure 3. 

The sextupole induced diffusion experiment was performed with 
the SpS in storage mode and with the RF turned off. The base 
tunes were Y= = .63, vy = .56. Using the technique described 
in the preceeding subsection, it was found that the diffusion rate 
was 3 mm/minute at an amplitude of 12.6 mm, while it was 6 
mm/min. at an amplitude of 15.4 mm. With the scraper at an 
initial position corresponding to an amplitude of 18.1 mm, no 
change in beam lifetime is measurable by retracting the scraper 
further. In other words, the diffusion rate at that amplitude is 
so large it cannot be measured with this procedure. With the 
sextupole setting and tune used for this measurement, tracking 
predicts a smear of 1.5% and a tune shift of LIP = .006 at an 
amplitude of 13 mm. 

At a second working point, (v= - .595, vy ~~ .54) another mea- 
surement revealed a diffusion rate of 0.8 mm/min. at an am- 
plitude of 10.6 mm. At 9.2 mm, the diffusion rate was hardly 
measurable (1~~s than 0.1 mm/min.). The smear (as determined 
from tracking) at this amplitude is about l%, while the tune shift 
is LIU = 0.003. The causes and mechanisms of the ohsrrvcd dif- 
fusion remain to be studied. It should be noted that no diffusion 
was observed at all when the sextupoles were not energized. 

4 Fermilab Main Ring Studies 

Systematic dynamic aperture experiments in the lLlain Ring 
began in 1987 when the laboratory was considering alternate in- 
jection energies for the machine. At the present injection energy 
of 8.9 GeV, the beam intensity lifetime is poor, on the order of 
5 sec. or worse. During the acceleration cycle, by the time an 
energy of about 20 GeV is reached, no beam loss is observed. To 
account for this behavior, studies were initiated :9] using newly 
installed flying wire beam profile monitors and beam scrapers. 
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Figuw 5: Emittance vs. time for beam with varying injection 
cmittanrrs. 

4.1 Observations 

Unlike the experimental situations found in the Tevatron and 
the SpS at 120 GeV, the Main Ring injection environment is such 
that the natural dynamic aperture is on the order of the emittance 
of the incoming beam from the Booster synchrotron; in many 
instances it is smaller. Onr of the more striking results of the Main 
Ring experiments is the time development of the beam emittance 
toward an rquilibrium value. This development is indicated in 
Figure 5. The horizontal and vertical cmittances are plotted as 
functions of tim? for up to 60 sec. after injection. The large initial 
rmittances (12-14 7t mm-mr; 95%! normalized) are indicative of 
high intrnsit,y beams from the Rooster. The smaller emittances 
wcrc obtained using the injection line scrapers. As can be seen, 
rquilibrium emittances (cz - 7rr mm-mr. fY - 57r mm-mr) are 
obtained after about 2530 sec. at 8.9 GrV. 

The development. of the beam intensity lifetime as a function of 
time has also bepn recorded, as shown in Figure 6. The logarith- 
mic vertical axis allows on? to see just when the final equilibrium 
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Figure 6: hlain Ring hvam intcnsit,y vs. time at 8.9 GeV for 
various incoming rmittancrs. 
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Figure 7: Particle tracking result at 8.9 GeV in the Main Ring. 

lifetime is reached. As can be seen, the large incoming beams have 
a short lifetime which lengthens as time goes on, while the smaller 
incoming beams start out with a longer lifetime, as expected. 

The initial Main Ring measurements of 1987, at both R.9 Gel’ 
and 20 GeV, indicated that the emittance growth rates and, upon 
reaching an aperture, the equilibrium lifetimes were consistent 
with beam-gas scattering, at least to first approximation. [lOI 
Later experiments, involving variation of vacuum prrssur~ within 
the beam chamber, have supported this model. With this under- 
standing, subsequent studies have concentrated on thr source of 
the aperture. 

In early experiments it was noted that turning off the RF system 
dramatically increased the intensity lifetime. Recent experiments 
have shown that the emittancc growth due to RF noise is negli- 
gible and that it is indeed the dynamic aperture which increases 
when synchrotron oscillations are not present. This also confirms 
that the aperture restriction at. injection is dynamic in nature as 
opposed to physical. 

The equilibrium emittances and lifetimes observed in the study 
described earlier are manifestations of a particular operating 
point. Measurements of equilibrium lifetime and dynamic aper- 
ture at various other operating points have been performed and 
the fifth-integer resonance lines are clearly shown to be sources of 
a reduction in the dynamic aperture. 

4.2 Comparison with Simulation 

In contrast, with experiment E778 and the CERN SpS exper- 
iments, the sources of the Main Ring’s nonlineari1.y are not well 
known and certainly are not under the experimenter’s control. 
Hence, one cannot as easily predict the behavior of particles under 
particular experimental conditions, but must attempt to develop 
a model of the machine which explains the behavior observed. 

Magnetic measurements have been performed on a subset, of 
Main Ring dipoles. The multipole distribution has been used in 
tracking studies as reported elsewhere Ill], [12], (131. An inter- 
esting feature of the tracking calculations is illustrated by Figure 
7, in which a beam particle apparently stable for many thou- 
sands of turns is abruptly lost. The axes represent the “invariant” 
amplitude of the motion in the horizontal and vertical planes. 
Uncoupled, linear motion would result in a point on this graph 
over many turns. For the case shown here, the particle survived 
33,000 turns before exhibiting rapid horizontal emittance growth. 
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5 Aperture and Field Quality 

LVith some slight risk of oversimplifying t,hr situation, present- 
day synchrotron designs can be divided into two categories: those 
with intentional nonlincarities and those with unintentional non- 
linearities. In thr first class are electron rings seeking to achieve 
very low emittanrr, such as light sources and damping rings. The 
focussing is so strong that chromatic effects require strong sex- 
tupoles for compensat,ion. In the second class are large super- 
conducting hadron colliders. These synchrotrons can be made 
close-to-linear by increasing the main magnet coil diameter, by in- 
creasing the injection energy, by strengthening the focussing, and 
so on. Thrsp steps would increase the cost of these very expensive 
facilities. and so some practical means of cost optimization has to 
be found. Therefore the need arises for an aperture/field quality 
criterion which allows one to perform parametric st,udies without 
having to rely on the ability to do long time-scale simulation of 
the dynamic aperture. 

‘I’hr development of an aperture criterion requires its own set 
of criteria. It must be intelligible to everybody ~~ magnet de- 
signers, lattice designers, even laboratory directors. It should be 
brief. It should be physically reasonable, since verification will no 
doubt take a long time. .4nd, it would also help if the criterion 
were correct. As in the case of dynamic aperture criteria, the “lin- 
ear” aperture criterion must also apply to the entire synchrotron, 
complete with correction and adjustment magnets. 

The above list led to the development of an aperture criterion 
stated in terms of the smear and tunrshift discussed earlier. Peo- 
ple tend to agree on what such a criterion should look like -~ a 
smear of ‘-’ at an amplitude of ‘-’ mm: etc. The debate begins 
when numbers are assigned to the blanks. The experiments de- 
scribed in this report are attempts to verify that quantities such 
as smear and tuneshift are indeed reasonable quantities to use and 
to provide some insight into what values need be assigned to these 
quantities in a criterion. 

Results of the experiments presented here show good agreement 
with tracking and perturbation theory for “short term” quantities 
surh as tune shift wilh amplitude, smear, dec~her~~~ce, rlc., for 
the one degree-of-freedom cases studied thus far. Future studies 
will need to include other distrihutions of nonlinearities in order to 
more closely model a real accelerator such as the SSC or LHC. The 
sextupole configurations used to date have simulated either a high 
smear, low tuneshift regime (where the third-integer resonance is 
strongly driven) or a low smear, high tuneshift regime (thus far 
only studied at CERN). Ot,her regions of the smear, tuneshift 

plane need to be explored, and extension of these studies to two 
degrees of freedom is necessary. 

6 Summary and Concluding Remarks 

Purely as investigations in nonlinear dynamics, a gratifying 
amount of detail of phase space structure has been observed ex- 
perimentally. With suitable preparation, a beam can exhibit a rea- 
sonable approximation to single particle behavior. Entities such 
as resonance islands t,hat have been previously rrstrirt,ed to the- 
ory are now easily measured, opening up a rich subject for further 
investigat,ion. 

In order to achieve adequate agreement with the measurements, 
the physical content of simulations has hcen improved. Such rf- 
fects as synrhrotron oscillations, closed orbit distortions, individ- 
ual magnet field errors, and, at low energy, space charge must be 
included in the codes. The next step should be long-term tracking 

of brams to account for thr diffusion prorrssrs that are obsrrvrd 
in the experiments. This implies a major improvement in the 
algorit,hms for long-term tracking. 

It is too early to judge whether or not the smear-tune shift style 
criterion is the proper choice. Studies with other sextupole config- 
urations will probably have to be performed in order to separate 
the effects of the two parameters. It is entirely possible that a 
quite different criterion will emerge as a result of ongoing study. 
Meanwhile, these studies may lead to significant improvement, of 
existing machines as well, in particular the aging Main Ring. 

Finally, it is interesting to note the changing character of accel- 
erator studies. Substantial preparation is required and extensive 
analysis of the data is called for; there is a growing resemblance 

to high energy physics experiments. In fact, E778 went through 
the same formal approval procedure as a high energy physics ex- 
periment and has the training of graduate students as a major 
goal. 
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